
A Window In Its Purest Form



PURE Windows - from the Inventor of the Minimalist Window

Seeing Windows Through Completely New Eyes - PURE windows are based on utmost precision and the use of glass as the 

main structural component.

In 1993, Swiss engineers applied precision Swiss watch technology to create this exciting and unique window system. It allows 

tall sliding doors to move on stainless steel ball bearing mechanisms while featuring extremely minimal sightlines. All moving 

components of this luxury product are manufactured by a Swiss watch component manufacturer in Cortaillod, Switzerland.  

They are manufactured with a precision of 1/100th of a millimeter, the standard of quality and level of precision of high-end 

Swiss watches.  

–





Our Vision: The fusion of interior and exterior spaces without visual boundaries.





Introducing:  Freedom of space.  Be inspired. 





The Result: The World's Purest Window.





Originally designed for the Swiss Alpine climate, the insulated glazing and thermally broken 

profiles keep harsh winters outside, while providing seamless views from the inside. 
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STANDARD CONFIGURATIONS



thermally broken profiles for maximum energy performance

Swiss-made precision locking mechanism

ultra-flush sill for 
seamless floor transition

Swiss-made precision roller 
bearings for smooth sliding operation

super slim sightlines for unobstructed views

integrated minimal handle

dual pane, structural glass for strength and energy efficiency 



STANDARD GLASS

FINISHES Clear anodized

Powder coated (optional)

Clear Dual Insulated

Low-E glass by Guardian 

Low Iron

Tempered (typically standard)

Triple insulated (max panel size 6' x 10')

43 configurations

Pocket doors & 90° open corners

Up to 3 tracks possible

48' max unit width (without integrated corner) 

24' max segment width (with integrated corner)

6 panels max per 24' leg

8' max panel width

12' max height

SLIDING CONFIGURATIONS

GLASS OPTIONS



PURE Windows
5701 Buckingham Pkwy, Unit A

Culver City, CA 90230

Tel +1 424 223 6909

www.PURE-windows.com
info@PURE-windows.com

Manufactured in the USA with Swiss-made components.
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